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Evidence #2
Letter from Captain Nahkowan

Before Europeans came to America the Delaware lived throughout the eastern portion of
what became the United States.  Their land became the states of Delaware, New Jersey,
Maryland, New York, and Pennsylvania.  They were pushed west into Ohio, Indiana, and
Missouri.  They were once again pushed off those lands that had been promised to them
and moved into Kansas.

Isaac McCoy was a Baptist minister.  He also surveyed Indian lands, determining the
boundaries of each reservation.  These boundaries would be written into a land “patent.”
The patent was the legal document that determined who owned the land.  

In addition to the stress of
relocation, many tribes found
themselves in conflict with
each other.  In the following
letter the Delaware want to
make sure they receive all of
the land promised to them.
They are concerned that the
Kansa are claiming part of
their land.  
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Westport, Jackson County, Missouri
January 6th, 1840.

T. Hartley Crawford Esq.
Commissioner of Indian Affairs

Our Father
We have been informed by Isaac McCoy that the surveys

of our lands have been completed, and that all is now in readiness
for you to give us a patent for our land.  This strong paper which
will secure us in the possession of our lands we request may soon
be given us.  The Kansa claim twenty three sections of the land
which was [given] to us by our treaty with Capt. Vashon of
September 24, 1829.  These twenty three sections extend from the
Kansa line nearly twenty three miles towards the heart of our
country.  They adjoin the [Kansas] river, and include nearly all the
wood on that side the whole distance, which renders the adjoining
prairie lands of little value.

Now, we earnestly request that when a patent shall be
given us, it may be for the whole amount of the land [given] to us
by the aforesaid treaty.  We have appealed to our Agent in this
case, whose letter you will receive, and we now send you this by
Isaac McCoy, to whom we refer you for further information on this 
subject.

We are faithfully
Your friends

Captain Nahkowan   His X  mark
Ketchum    His X  mark
Nondagun   His X  mark
Swaunnuk   His X  mark
Sakundi   His X  mark
Okatohwa   His X  mark
Sattpetri   His X  mark
Troit (interpreter)  X
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